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The federal government continues to make healthcare fraud a top priority. A new program with 

insurance companies is just the latest addition to the healthcare fraud crackdown, which includes 

a Medicare Fraud Strike Force and Medicare and Medicaid Recovery Audit Contractor 

programs. 

The Obama Administration’s newest initiative creates a partnership with several major health 

insurers to detect and deter fraudulent medical billing. The primary goal is to share information 

on specific schemes, billing codes, and geographical fraud hotspots. The collaborators also hope 

to detect payments billed to different insurers for care delivered to the same patient on the same 

day in two different cities. The ultimate hope is to use technology and analytics on industry-wide 

healthcare data to predict and detect health care fraud schemes. 

Given the increased scrutiny and enforcement, healthcare providers should take steps to bolster 

internal compliance procedures. This ensures providers will be prepared in the event of a 

Medicare/Medicaid audit or other government investigation. 

A number of fraud prevention tactics are already required by Medicare and Medicaid and include 

internal reviews, employee training, and centralized compliance. Employee training is 

particularly important because it creates a culture of compliance throughout the organization. All 

employees should understand what activities may be considered fraudulent and how to report 

them. 

Given the current emphasis on healthcare fraud, it’s imperative that healthcare companies 

respond quickly and appropriately to employee complaints of potential misconduct, 

noncompliance, or fraudulent activity. Employees who feel that their concerns are being 

addressed are less likely to blow the whistle to the federal government. 

Compliance officers and healthcare organizations also need to stay informed. The federal 

government continues to roll out new healthcare fraud initiatives. Policies and procedures need 

to be adapted to regulatory and legal updates. 
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At Ashley D. Adams, PLC, we have a well-established track record of success in false claim 

cases that can make a difference. For both organization defending against false claims charges 

and individuals pursuing qui tam claims, Ashley’s background with the complex law is a 

substantial advantage. 

We practice excellence, one client at a time. That means each of our clients is given personal 

attention and aggressive representation. Contact us today at info@azwhitecollarcrime.com or 1-

480-646-4956 to schedule a free 30-minute consultation with one of our attorneys. 

 


